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Abstract 
Transferring heat away from a Li-ion battery under stress 

could prevent a failure event from ever occurring. As a Li-

ion battery starts to retain heat, self-heating reactions begin 

to occur inside the battery. Once the battery heats to its 

thermal runaway onset temperature, failure is practically 

unstoppable. In an inert-adiabatic reactor setup, a failing 

battery has the capability to produce about 5 kJ/Wh of 

thermal energy in a very short time period [1]. It is 

necessary to implement a cooling structure if these batteries 

are to be used in tightly packed battery packs. This cooling 

structure must be able to prevent failure propagation and 

compensate for heat generated during anticipated cycling. A 

cooling structure with an overall heat transfer coefficient 

(HTC) of at least 24 W m-2 K-1 could have the ability to keep 

a battery from undergoing thermal runaway. This is due to 

the heat transferred away from the battery outweighing the 

heat evolved during self-heating reactions. HTC’s of 300 

and 1000 W m-2 K-1 are able to prevent failure from heating 

rates of 0.41 °C/s and 2.26 °C/s, respectively. The 1000 W  

m-2 K-1 HTC allows for the stopping of thermal runaway 

once thermal runaway has been initiated. Knowing how Li-

ion batteries interact with a cooling structure is important 

for battery pack design considerations. 
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Introduction 
Li-ion batteries under thermal stress are prone to 

catastrophic failure [1]–[4]. This includes cycling batteries 

at high charge/discharge rates which is done during pulse 

power applications. Putting Li-ion batteries under these 

charge/discharge rates also creates a thermal stress on the 

battery due to the resistive heating within the battery. If 

sufficient heating occurs, the battery will reach its thermal 

runaway (TR) onset temperature where stopping TR is 

impractical. Before this onset temperature is achieved, self-

heating reactions occur within the battery [3,5]. Self-heating 

reactions aid in bringing the battery to its TR onset 

temperature. Therefore, it is imperative to dissipate heat 

from the battery canister. 

There are multiple methods for removing heat from Li-ion 

batteries and they mainly depend on the battery application. 

Some methods include liquid cooling [6], air cooling [7], or 

cold plates. Intramicron uses a cooling structure with active 

and passive cooling capabilities [8]. The passive cooling 

includes a porous microfibrous mesh (MFM) with a void 

fraction of 0.88. This MFM is created by sintering metal 

fibers to one another to create better solid-solid joint contact. 

This increases the thermal conductivity of the MFM. To fill 

the void space, a phase change material (PCM) is melted into 

the void space. The PCM is then solidified to create an 

MFM-PCM matrix. The MFM acts as the thermal diffuser, 

and the PCM acts as the thermal sink. Active cooling is 

provided by flowing cooling water through the passive 

cooling structure. 

If a cooling structure proves to be ineffective, the battery will 

release a large amount of energy. This amount of energy 

depends on the kinetics of the reactions and the interaction 

between the battery and the cooling structure. This paper will 

study the interactions between a battery under thermal stress 

and its cooling structure. 

Model 
A kinetic model is composed of reaction kinetics coupled 

with an energy balance. The kinetic model is performed in 

COMSOL 6.1 as a zero-dimensional model. The focus of 

this paper will be the energy balance between the battery and 

its surroundings. All the reaction kinetics/energy balance 

information comes from [9]. These reactions can be seen in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. Reaction Kinetics for Li-ion Battery Failure [9]. 
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𝑥𝑐 is the fraction of lithium remaining in the cathode, 𝑥𝑎 is 

the fraction of lithium in the anode, 𝑥𝑠 is the fraction of 

lithium within the solid electrolyte interface (SEI), 𝜃𝑒 is the 

fraction of electrolyte in the liquid phase, z is the thickness 

of the SEI layer, and SOC is the state of charge of the battery. 

The reaction kinetic data for each reaction (Ei and Ai) is 

fitted by [9] from tests done by [2] on a 1.5 Ah Nickel
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Manganese Cobalt (NMC) cell. Initial conditions are also 

provided in [9]. 

The energy balance that [9] uses is shown in Equation 1: 
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where Vcell is the volume of the battery cell in m3, 𝜌𝑗𝑟 is the 

density of the jelly roll in kg/m3, 𝑐𝑝,𝑗𝑟  is the specific heat 

capacity of the jelly roll in J kg-1 K-1, A is the surface area of 

the battery exposed to the cooling environment, in m2, ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣  

is the heat transfer coefficient (HTC) that corresponds to 

natural convection occurring outside of the failing cell, in W 

m-2 K-1, 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏  is the ambient temperature surrounding the 

failing battery, in K, 𝜀 is the surface emissivity, unitless, and 

𝜎 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, in W m-2 K-4. The 

summation term on the far right considers the energy 

introduced by the degradation reactions, boiling, and heaters. 

∑ �̇�𝑖

𝑖

= �̇�𝑟𝑥𝑛 + �̇�𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 + �̇�𝑒𝑗 + �̇�ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  (2) 

�̇�𝑟𝑥𝑛 is the heat produced by TR reactions, �̇�𝑏𝑜𝑖𝑙 is the heat 

removed by the boiling of electrolyte, �̇�𝑒𝑗 is the energy 

removed by the ejecta leaving the battery canister, and 

�̇�ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  is the energy provided by the heater to the battery 

canister to induce failure. The parameter that this study is 

interested in is the ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣  term. 

Methods 
A simulated electric heater is used to force the modeled 

battery into thermal runaway. This heater term is represented 

by �̇�ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟  in the energy balance (Equation 2). The heater 

stays on during the simulation until self-heating is observed. 

Under normal heater operating conditions, the battery 

temperature increases at 0.036 ⁰C/s. In this case, self-heating 

is defined as any temperature increase above 0.036 ⁰C/s. 

Once self-heating is observed, the heater is turned off, and 

the HTC is applied to the energy balance. The HTC is 

parameterized to determine the minimum required HTC to 

keep TR from occurring once self-heating is observed. The 

same method can be applied when considering the HTC 

necessary for stopping TR once the onset temperature is 

achieved.  

Results and Discussion 
First, the failure of the battery must be understood at 

adiabatic-like conditions. This will be the baseline for all 

other calculations. In the adiabatic failure kinetic model, the 

heater initially changes battery surface temperature at 0.036 

°C/s. The battery experiences initial self-heating at 102-103 

°C because this is when the temperature change deviates 

from its steady state value of 0.036 °C/s. The model 

represents this initial self-heating as an electrochemical heat 

source because SOC is the first reaction fraction to change 

in the reaction profile in Figure 1b [9]. Furthermore, this 

initial heating is partially diminished by the endothermic 

boiling of the electrolyte because 𝜃𝑒 is also changing during 

the initial self-heating of the battery. The TR onset 

temperature is hard to define, but it is usually based on the 

amount of temperature change occurring within the battery 

[2]. In this case, the onset temperature is set at around 165 

°C where the temperature change of the battery surface is 

greater than or equal to 2 °C/s. Figure 1b shows that all the 

reactions are proceeding to a significant extent. This should 

be kept in mind when considering the reaction profiles in the 

applied HTC models. It is evident that TR occurred within 

the battery because it reaches a max temperature of about 

1050 °C. A failure of this magnitude is dangerous to battery 

surroundings, especially in the case where batteries are 

tightly packed. 

With this understanding of adiabatic failure, it is necessary 

to cool batteries to keep them from failing. This is where the 

HTC comes into consideration. An overall HTC of 24 W    

m-2 K-1 is able to keep the self-heating reactions from driving

a. b. 

Figure 1. Adiabatic Failure of 1.5 Ah NMC Battery. a) Temperature Profile b) Reaction Fraction Profile. 



 

 

the battery to TR. This HTC is applied once the battery is 

self-heating at almost triple the original heater rate, 0.1 °C/s. 

The battery surface temperature is 129 °C when the HTC is 

applied to the kinetic model. Notice in Figure 2b that the 

exothermic reactions do not go to completion, but they are 

halted by the dissipation of heat from the battery canister. 

Heat is dissipated from the battery canister faster than the 

electrochemical reactions can produce heat. The other HTC 

scenarios will undergo similar reaction profiles, so they will 

not be provided in this document. 

Figure 3. Non-Adiabatic Failure Scenario (300 W m-2 K-1). 

Figure 3 shows that applying a 300 W m-2 K-1 HTC allows 

for the battery surface to be heated to 147 °C without 

experiencing TR. A temperature change of 0.41 °C/s is able 

to be overcome by this HTC. Reaction progression will also 

be limited by the applied HTC. 

Applying a 1000 W m-2 K-1 allows for the TR onset 

temperature to be reached without proceeding to failure. The 

maximum temperature change of the battery is 2.26 °C/s at 

169 °C. However, the HTC can supply sufficient cooling to 

the battery. Figure 4 demonstrates the cooling of the battery 

under these circumstances. This may seem impractical when 

it comes to cooling capabilities, but this compares to the 

upper limits of forced convection of air, gases, and vapors 

[10]. This cooling scenario allows for a greater extent of 

reaction without allowing the battery to experience TR. 

Figure 4. Non-Adiabatic Failure Scenario (1000 W m-2 K-1). 

Future Work 
This work has provided the general methodology for 

interfacing cooling structure technology with battery kinetic 

modeling. If the overall heat transfer coefficient of the 

desired cooling structure is known, then the ability to push 

battery performance can be determined. This means that 

batteries can be cycled at higher charge and discharge rates 

without fear of thermal stress being the initiator of TR. With 

the Intramicron developed cooling structure, the overall heat 

transfer coefficient can be observed experimentally and 

applied to the kinetic model to determine how hot the battery 

can get without undergoing TR from thermal stress. . Li-ion 

battery failure varies not only from cell chemistry to cell 

chemistry, but it varies between cells of the same chemistry 

and even the same batch. Therefore, it is imperative that 

batteries are tested within their respective cooling structures 

before operation. Doing this will help validate the modeling 

effort and further ensure safe cycling of Li-ion batteries. 

Figure 2. Non-Adiabatic Failure Scenario (24 W m-2 K-1) a) Temperature Profile b) Reaction Fraction Profile. 

a. b. 



 

The HTC’s discussed in this paper apply for a 1.5 Ah 

cylindrical NMC cell; however, a similar methodology can 

be used for other battery chemistries provided the kinetic 

data is provided. Different failure methods should also be 

considered. The failure method described in this paper is 

thermally initiated failure not failure due to internal short 

circuit or other failure mechanisms. Other failure 

mechanisms could require different cooling capabilities. 
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Conclusions 
A lumped kinetic model provides the ability for batteries to 

communicate with battery cooling structures. This study 

shows that as a HTC is applied to a Li-ion battery under 

thermal stress, heat is taken away from the battery to keep 

the battery from reaching TR. TR is prevented at multiple 

self-heating rates:  

1. Applying a HTC of 24 W m-2 K-1 once a self-heating 

rate of 0.1 °C/s is observed quenches TR. 

2. Applying a HTC of 300 W m-2 K-1 in a more 

pronounced self-heating region of 0.41 °C/s quenches 

TR. 

3. Applying a HTC of 1000 W m-2 K-1 once the TR onset 

temperature has been achieved at a self-heating rate of 

2.26 °C/s quenches TR. 

With effective cooling structures applied to Li-ion batteries, 

batteries can be pushed to their operating limits. This 

means that batteries can be cycled faster and can operate 

under pulse power applications. 
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